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CHEP’15 PC meeting, May 22nd !
Agenda:      https://indico.cern.ch/event/395874/ 
Connection:  vidyo only 
Participants (21, vidyo ordering):  
B. Viren, A. Lyon, A. Bocci, A. McNab, C. Pinkenburg, C. Grandi, D. Bonacorsi, D. Piparo, E. Sexton-
Kennedy, F. Stagni, H. Meinhard, J. Patrick, J. Kowalkowski, J. Flix, J. Templon, L. Betev, M. Clemencic, S. 
Amerio, S. Campana, T. Hara, T. Boccali (please mail Daniele if a name is missing). !
=== Introduction and news !
Daniele introduced the papers review work by presenting CHEP’15 in figures. We received 535 submissions 
in total (after few merges). After excluding withdrawals, we are left with 255 orals and 248 posters (total 
number of presenters was 424, out of >500 participants). Hence, we can expect not more than 503 papers 
(not counting plenaries - which are a somehow separate business). After a couple of days from the May 17th 
deadline, the number of papers we have on "IOP ReView" - the  editorial manager system (referred as 
“ReView" in the following) - is 399. Wrt CHEP’13, at CHEP’15 we had +7% more accepted papers (orals
+posters) and +19.8% more  received papers. Please note that a couple of experiments (NoVA and CMS) 
asked for few days of grace period on a very limited list of papers which are late in the experiment-internal 
review processes, so these numbers may still (slightly) vary. The breakdown into papers per track shows (see 
slide 3) that T4 is the most crowded track (>80 papers) while T8 is the least crowded (<30), with the others 
varying from ~40 to ~60.  !
=== Papers review: workload and deadlines 
  
We should plan on ~400 papers, max ~8 pages each (Daniele checked randomly, most authors seem to 
respect this). We have only 1 case of 2 papers asked to be merged  into just 1 longer one. We thus end up 
with ~3k pages to read, twice (at least - see next section), plus subsequent iterations. Deadline is “try to finish 
by Aug/Sep”: not so rigid but A) beware of some people unavailability in August; B) we need contingency to 
deal with fixes, with problematic cases (e.g. waiting for  green light by companies on confidentiality 
agreements and similar), with IOP ReView clean-up, etc. We should aim to finish the bulk by end of July, and 
use Aug for last bits: so, we have >2 full months. !
=== Papers review: how to proceed !
Daniele’s suggestion (as for previous experience at CHEP’13) is to limit as much as possible everything that 
can only be sequential, i.e. parallelise the work as much as possible.  !
As a first step, all track coordinators (TCs) should collect a pool of Reviewers (ASAP, if not done already!). !
As a second step, TCs should work on their papers and assign each Reviewers 1 (or more) papers, and 
maybe take some on themselves too. !
As a third step, TCs should feel responsible for their papers and should ping Reviewers and update the 
ReView system frequently. This would allow to start soon, parallelise the work a lot, and finish soon with a 
minimised PC members’ effort. PC chairs will support TCs on all IOP ReView related issues/actions. !
Note that we agreed in the past that each paper should have 2 Reviewers plus final approval. To be 
pragmatic, Daniele suggested that: !
- Reviewer 1 is a TC (at least a ‘light’ read (*)) 
- Reviewer 2 is an expert chosen by the TCs (a ‘deep’ read)  !
If you manage to give >1 ‘deep’ read, even better, but the above is the minimum. About (*): Daniele will dig 
from CHEP’13 a list of basic things to check, and will circulate it. All Reviewers send comments to authors via 
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the IOP/ReView system, independently from each other. Once done, Section Editors will tag a paper as OK 
to the Editors. The Editors will decide if it is indeed OK to be accepted or if it needs another iteration. More 
details in the next section and in the slide quoted therein. !
=== The IOP/ReView system: jargon, how it works, instructions (FAQ) !
See Daniele’s slide 5 for a very quick summary on ReView functionalities. Daniele also refreshed and updated 
from CHEP’13 a set of ReView FAQ to support TCs in their actions, and published it on this twiki: !
  https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/CHEP15PCPapersReviewFAQ !
(also linked from the main CHEP’15 PC twiki: !
  https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/CHEP15ProgramCommittee !
PC chairs will keep it updated as more questions arise: it should be used as our reference for instructions on 
IOP ReView actions needed throughout the entire process.  !
=== Roundtable: do you have a Reviewers pool? !
In the roundtable, each track was asked the status of their Reviewers pool. Most tracks started already to 
contact people, which is good. Daniele will ping the TCs early next week for updates. TCs can (and should) 
already assign papers to Reviewers: the message that ReView will send to candidate reviewers can be 
customised by the sender with a “due date”, so TCs can track the progresses. !
=== Miscellanea !
- Takanori asked about mails received informing that “a new manuscript was submitted”. Daniele reported 
that this happened as soon as IOP started to include all TCs names into the system. Before then, only Daniele 
got these mails. These are informative mails which are automatically sent once an author submitted his 
paper: you can ignore them. !
- Simone/Pepe reported they cannot see Authors in the drop-down menu in ReView. Daniele wrote to the IOP 
support to investigate this. !
- Andrea reported he cannot login. A quick debug soon after the meeting related this to a duplicated entry. 
Being worked on. !
=== End of the meeting !
Meeting over in 1 hr, at 5pm sharp.
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